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“EVENTUALLY YOU WILL COME TO UNDERSTAND THAT LOVE HEALS EVERYTHING, AND LOVE IS ALL THERE IS.”
- Gary Zukav

“HEALING MAY NOT BE SO MUCH ABOUT GETTING BETTER, AS ABOUT
LETTING GO OF EVERYTHING THAT ISN’T YOU – ALL OF THE EXPECTATIONS, ALL OF THE BELIEFS – AND BECOMING WHO YOU ARE.”
- Rachel Naomi Remen

“THERE IS MORE WISDOM IN YOUR BODY THAN IN YOUR DEEPEST PHILOSOPHIES.”
- Friedrich Nietzsche

“THE SOUL ALWAYS KNOWS WHAT TO DO TO HEAL ITSELF. THE CHALLENGE IS TO SILENCE THE MIND.”
- Caroline Myss
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“DID YOU KNOW THAT A SINGLE WORD, ‘HAL,’ IS AT THE ROOT OF
‘HEAL,’ ‘WHOLE’ AND ‘HOLY’? ...[IN THIS] CENTURIES-OLD ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HEALING AND PERCEPTIONS OF WHOLENESS AND
SPIRITUALITY... HEALING IS SOMETHING MUCH GREATER THAN CURE.”

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and
expression that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more
about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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Dear Reader,

EDITOR’S NOTE

As I sit at my table this morning sipping my cup of chai, watching and listening to the silent rain, it strikes me that this
very moment is one of the things that feels healing to me. It feels like a warm and familiar embrace, and brings with it a
feeling of wholeness and peace. Healing ourselves is something we do spontaneously every day. Our bodies regenerate
and replenish overnight, scars appear and disappear, and so on.
Did you know that a single word, ‘hal,’ is at the root of ‘heal,’ ‘whole’ and ‘holy’? Derivation from the same medieval root
indicates a centuries-old association between healing and perceptions of wholeness and spirituality. One of my favorite
definitions of ‘healing’ that I ran into is “to restore to a state of wholeness, soundness and integrity.” In this understanding, healing is something much greater than cure.
In our coaching work at Flying Chickadee we often define healing as “a return home,” and since Love and its outward
expression of Creativity are at the center of home, healing is the natural outcome of creativity! The intuitive draw to heal
oneself and others is a deeply human trait – we feel empathy, we want to make others feel better, we touch and hug to
convey this caring. The vocation of healing is present in all sorts of professions – whether in medicine, in body work, in
food preparation, or in therapy through aroma, nature, art, creative writing, and so on.
In this September issue, read narratives from contributors who have imbued their innate desire to heal into what they
do, channeling their creative power to deliver healing for others, always starting with themselves. Bear witness to the
incredibly moving journey of featured contributor Kaushik Valluri as he heals from a nineteen-year-long struggle with a
stammer, and then finds his biggest joy in empowering others to find that same healing. Walk along with Naturopath Dr.
Cynthia Senter and Energy-healer Peg Rodrigues on their paths of discovering their passion for healing.
Young Corinne Hindes finds her healing in serving the homeless and artist Rashmi Thirtha Jyoti hers in birthing creations
of sacred healing art that awaken people and spaces. Astrophysicist Jeff Foster and Psychotherapist Matt Licata speak
of Love as the only true medicine in their beautiful, co-created poem. And, Infertility Specialist, Dr. Sarah Osman takes us
into her magical, miraculous Infertility Centre, which is built on a foundation of trust and aims to deliver accessible, highquality and affordable healthcare.
All of these wonderful contributions enveloped with nature photographer Melissa Brookmire’s beautiful photos bring this
Healing issue home! We hope it connects you with home as well.
Shirin.

“...JUST BY MAKING ONE NEW CHOICE A DAY, YOU CAN CHANGE [THE
OLD] STORY AND CHOOSE WHO AND WHAT YOU ARE, STEPPING BACK
INTO YOUR LIGHT AND ALIGNING WITH YOUR SOURCE ENERGY... [THEN],
SHOWING UP AS YOUR FULL SELF BECOMES AS NATURAL AS EATING.
YOU JUST ARE. AS AN ENERGY HEALER, I GUIDE YOU TO THE PLACE
WITHIN...AND I GET TO BEAR WITNESS TO YOUR HOMECOMING!

FINDING MY WAY BACK HOME
PEG RODRIGUES

Peg is an Energy Intuitive and Mom to four children. She studied at the Northwest School of
Healing and opened her private practice “Soul Window,” in 2010, near Seattle, WA. Peg’s gift
is to “see” your energy system through her hands. She works hands on and clears out what is
blocking you from living up to your full potential. She has experienced in her own life that when
you align your energy system to the universal source and flow, you step into the power of your
authentic self. More: soulwindow.sharepoint.com
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FINDING MY WAY BACK HOME
“Why me? Why do you trust me as your healer?” These were the questions that I recently asked a client. Her reply
was, “Because you’ve been there, Peg. You’re grounded, and you speak divine truth. You have your human struggles
and places of darkness, and yet you remain a warrior for the light.”
Darkness? Struggles? Yes, I can relate to both of those.
We are all searching to be validated and loved. We all have a story of what’s happened to us that’s made us who we
are today. We’ve all also gotten lost under the weight of our story to the point we no longer know who we are. We
forget that our story is NOT who we are, it’s simply a roadmap that has brought us to this present moment. We can
put that map in our glove box. It’s there if we need it, but more than likely, we’ll forget all about it.
Let me get my map out for a moment, and trace with you my story that has led me to this present moment. As a
child, I was bullied and picked on all through grade school. I was painfully shy, and would retreat into the magical
world of books, climb trees, or play in a nearby creek. My dad was a mountain man and often took me hiking and
camping as a young girl. I found peace and solace in the woods, in the knowing that nature does not lie. A tree is a
tree, it doesn’t judge, belittle or betray you.
In Junior High and High School, life smoothed out for a while. I started to come out of my shell and went to the opposite extreme, becoming friends with everyone and a real people pleaser. I was a Natural Helper, and that was the
closest I got to healing work in my younger years. I went on bumbling through life cluelessly, with no awareness of or
direction toward being a healer. I followed the path that had been laid out by my parents and my society: you go to
school, then college, meet someone, get married, have children, and live happily ever after. That was my path, and
I was doing a good job going down the checklist. At age thirty-five, I had settled into a comfortable life raising four
children and really had no desire for anything to change.

“MY TEACHER’S PHILOSOPHY WAS THAT TO BECOME A HEALER YOU
NEED TO BE IN TOUCH WITH YOUR OWN FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS FIRST
SO THAT YOU CAN SET THEM ASIDE AND HOLD A NEUTRAL SPACE FOR
YOUR CLIENT TO HEAL.”

PEG RODRIGUES
Healing school quite literally fell into my lap because of a friend who had attended the school. She saw something in me that I didn’t quite see in myself. I knew I had a deep capacity to love, and I was honest and kind, but
I had no clue that these very qualities could translate into a healing gift that I could share with the world.
Another trait I possessed was a profound faith that I would be taken care of. I wasn’t quite sure that I wanted to
alter the life I had so I decided this would be the perfect time to test the Universe and ask for a sign. Imagine my
surprise when, the next morning, I ripped off my daily quote calendar page, and this is what shows up, from Marianne Williamson: “Our worst fear is not that we are inadequate. Our worst fear is that we are powerful beyond
measure. It is our light not our darkness that most frightens us.” Well, I had my answer.
The Northwest School of Healing was a four year program. My teacher’s philosophy was that to become a healer
you need to be in touch with your own feelings and emotions first so that you can set them aside and hold a
neutral space for your client to heal. How can this possibly happen if you aren’t in touch with yourself?
Part of being human and having an ego is the duality of light and dark. Our higher self is our light, and our ego
is our darkness. We see this in children when they compete with each other--we don’t want anyone to outshine
the light of our higher selves, so we start to hurt others from the darkness of our ego. This may seem like nothing at first, but over time, our light starts to recede and is covered up by these wounds from our darkness. As a
way of coping with my own emotional pain, I was very disconnected from the reality of my life.
Energy work by way of healing touch was the beginning of healing my wounds and leading me home to myself. I
learned that I was loving the world, but not loving myself. I was taught what it is like to truly show up for my children. When you give you also need to be able to receive. And the biggest gift was newly discovered boundaries.
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“PART OF BEING HUMAN AND HAVING AN EGO IS THE DUALITY OF
LIGHT AND DARK. OUR HIGHER SELF IS OUR LIGHT, AND OUR EGO
IS OUR DARKNESS... THIS MAY SEEM LIKE NOTHING AT FIRST, BUT
OVER TIME, OUR LIGHT STARTS TO [BE] COVERED UP BY THESE
WOUNDS FROM OUR DARKNESS.”

FINDING MY WAY BACK HOME
My bumbling through life ended and a deep internal shift occurred. This is when I knew I had found my purpose: I
would become an energy healer.
So what is an energy healer? How does this work? Through healing touch, I access your energy field and your
chakra system. Sounds simple enough on the surface, but what’s happening physically, emotionally and spiritually is
beyond description. One of my clients said, “Your touch was like the hands of God.” Each session, we pull back the
layers of your story by transforming the stuck energy and shifting your pain, your darkness, your wounds. At some
point, you feel lighter, your burdens start to lift, and all of a sudden, you connect back to source energy, or God, or
whatever you want to call it.
Most of us are never told as children that we get to choose who and what we are. I now know that just by making
one new choice a day, you can change that story and choose who and what you are, stepping back into your light
and aligning with your source energy. Healing is not fixing--healing is a slow process with no goal in mind other than
to find daily balance.
When you’re connected back to yourself and your true self and soul’s longing is revealed, living authentically and
showing up as your full self becomes as natural as eating. You just are. As an energy healer, I guide you to the place
within, where you surrender to the ‘what is’, and live in the present moment. The past no longer drags you down.
This work reconnects you to your true power source – YOU! And I get to bear witness to your homecoming!

“EACH SESSION, WE PULL BACK THE LAYERS OF YOUR STORY BY TRANSFORMING THE STUCK ENERGY AND SHIFTING YOUR PAIN, YOUR DARKNESS, YOUR WOUNDS... HEALING IS NOT FIXING – HEALING IS A SLOW
PROCESS WITH NO GOAL IN MIND OTHER THAN TO FIND DAILY BALANCE.”

LOVE IS THE ONLY TRUE MEDICINE
JEFF FOSTER & MATT LICATA

Jeff journeyed from Astrophysics at Cambridge University, through depression and an intensive
spiritual quest, eventually into discovering the extraordinary in the ordinary. Voted #59 on Watkins Review’s 2014 list of the world’s 100 Most Spiritually Influential Living People, Jeff has
published 5 books in over 6 languages, including the latest, Falling in Love With Where You Are.
More: http://www.lifewithoutacentre.com/
Matt is a psychotherapist in Boulder, Colorado, and editor of A Healing Space, a blog dedicated
to the exploration of vulnerability, intimacy, and the path of the heart. He is author of the forthcoming It’s Okay to Be Broken: Embracing the Joy and Heartbreak of Spiritual Awakening, and
co-organizer of The Wake Up Festival. More: http://alovinghealingspace.blogspot.com/

“WILL YOU STAY IN THE INFERNO OF HEALING
WITH THEM, TRUSTING IN DISINTEGRATION,
KNOWING THAT YOU ARE ONLY WITNESSING
THE FALLING AWAY OF AN OLD DREAM?”
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LOVE IS THE ONLY TRUE MEDICINE

Healers, therapists, friends, and lovers!
When you sit with a friend in pain,
when their world no longer makes sense;
when confusion rages and
no rest is to be found.
Just for a moment,
will you resist the temptation
to make things better,
to reassure them,
to provide answers,
even to heal them?
Will you offer your stillness, your listening,
your presence, and the warmth
of your immediacy?
Will you hold them in your heart,
with the same tenderness
of a mother holding her little one?

Will you embrace them where they are,
without needing them to change or transform
according to your own needs and schedule?
Will you stay close,
holding your own impatience
and discomfort near?
Will you look into their eyes
and see yourself?
Will you stay in the inferno of healing
with them, trusting in disintegration,
knowing that you are only witnessing
the falling away of an old dream?
Sometimes in doing nothing
everything is undone,
and love is revealed to be
the only true medicine.

“THE GOAL IS NOT TO CURE STAMMERING, BUT TO DISSOLVE THE ASSOCIATED FEARS AND TO TRANSFORM PEOPLE INTO ARTICULATE,
AND EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATORS... SHATTER THE OLD NEGATIVE
SELF-IMAGE OF BEING FEARFUL, SHAMEFUL, AND HOPELESS, AND
REPLACE IT WITH AN IMAGE THAT IS COURAGEOUS, INSPIRING, EMPOWERING, LEADER-LIKE.”

WHEN THE STAMMER HEALS
KAUSHIK VALLURI

Kaushik is the Regional Director for McGuire Speech Programme, India. For 19 years, his stammer had a profound effect on his life and strongly influenced the choices he made. After a dozen
speech programs, the only one that truly hit home at a psychological and physiological level was
the McGuire programme. Kaushik now empowers people who stammer and guides them toward
new meaning in their lives. His philosophy in life is to “Play to win, and not, play not to lose!”
Kaushik also works as a Director of Business Development in the technology industry, helping
Large Commercial and Public enterprises operate efficiently. More: www.mcguireprogramme.com
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WHEN THE STAMMER HEALS
It was a day that anyone would celebrate, and yet, I was sitting in the corner of my dorm room, crying.
It was my final semester in college in India in the spring of 1997. I had just received a letter of admission from
one of the top universities in the US stating that I was being awarded a full teaching scholarship. I felt thrilled, and
had a real sinking feeling at the same time. I knew I would not even be able to say my own name, let alone teach
a group of college students in a new country. I had a secret – an embarrassing stammer that had afflicted me
for most of my life.
Life was not easy growing up.
I vividly remember the day my stammer first took control over my life. I was in my 8th grade Sanskrit class reading a Vedic verse out loud, and I got “stuck” with a word starting with “S.” It took me what seemed like an eternity
to get the word out of my mouth with a lot of hissing sounds, eye blinks, hand thrusts and lip quavering.
That experience was the beginning of a wild journey wrought with fear, anxiety, embarrassment, humiliation,
disappointment and let’s just say dreadfully vivd memories of speaking situations!
Stammering has a taboo associated with it all over the world, and this seemed clearly apparent in India. There
were many situations where people openly laughed at my stammer, tried to imitate it, embarrass me, etc. But I
learnt to cope. And what was my coping mechanism? Holding back.
Little did I realize that holding myself back would quickly lead to adverse behaviors like substituting words,
sounds and avoiding situations. In the long run, it proved to be detrimental to my self-image and inner psyche.

“I VIVIDLY REMEMBER THE DAY MY STAMMER FIRST TOOK CONTROL
OVER MY LIFE. I WAS IN MY 8TH GRADE SANSKRIT CLASS READING
A VEDIC VERSE OUT LOUD, AND I GOT “STUCK” WITH A WORD STARTING WITH ‘S.’ IT TOOK ME WHAT SEEMED LIKE AN ETERNITY TO GET
THE WORD OUT OF MY MOUTH...”

KAUSHIK VALLURI
My fear of stammering was always intense. I would avoid answering questions in class even though I knew the
answers. At railway and bus ticket-counters, I would hold up cards with the name of my destination – Kodambakkam, to avoid the humiliation of stammering and holding up the queue. I would avoid the telephone at all
costs. Worse, I would ask my mother to make phone calls for me. When asked my name by someone I first met,
I would invent a name that I wouldn’t stammer on. Communicating simple sentences without facial contortions
and weird head jerks was literally impossible.
By the time I was twenty-two, I was a master ‘covert stammerer,’ relatively good with avoidance and substitution. I faked my way around as a fluent speaker in many situations. Still, there were situations that I just couldn’t
win in – something as simple as saying my name when asked by someone, or speaking up in front of people, or
ordering food at the counter without making a fool of myself.
On the day I received that admission letter, I knew I was at a crossroads. My avoidance and substitution tricks
would not hold up in a classroom full of eager students. I had to face my fear of stammering and do something
about it.
Soon thereafter, I consulted a speech therapist in Mumbai, who handed me a couple of books to read. Nothing
much came out of that. After much deliberation, I gathered the courage to accept the teaching scholarship and
move to the US.
A few days on US soil, and I was looking at the possibility of heading back to India. I had failed the Speak test,
which was a requirement to teach in the University. After much pleading and begging, the graduate adviser
agreed that I could enroll in speech therapy at the Communications department. Speech therapy helped me in
the clinical setting, but my fears never really left me when I had to speak to real people. I struggled with my fear
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“LITTLE DID I REALIZE THAT HOLDING MYSELF BACK WOULD QUICKLY LEAD TO ADVERSE BEHAVIORS LIKE SUBSTITUTING WORDS,
SOUNDS AND AVOIDING SITUATIONS. IN THE LONG RUN, IT PROVED
TO BE DETRIMENTAL TO MY SELF-IMAGE AND INNER PSYCHE.”

WHEN THE STAMMER HEALS
of speaking before each of my classes, but somehow, I continued and completed my teaching assignment in one
year.
After that, I enrolled in many other speech programs, but my fear only continued to get worse. After years of trying
to become fluent and unable to find an effective therapy, I turned to other methods like hypnotherapy and Ayurveda.
There was relief but it was only temporary, and I felt helpless. And hopeless.
In spring of 2008, all of that changed. After nineteen years of going through a number of different speech therapy
programs in India and abroad, I was thrilled to finally find the one program that truly worked for me and helped dissolve the unfounded fears that had led to my stammering.
It was called the McGuire Speech Programme , an internationally acclaimed revolutionary program for people who
stammer, a program that employed the use of “Costal breathing” and ”Non-avoidance” techniques and focused on
a holistic method to get control of your speech. After being on the program for just 3 ½ days in Washington DC that
spring, I knew my stammering related fears had started to dissolve.
The unique aspect about this program is that it is run by people who themselves have had and then conquered
their fears around stammering. The goal is not to cure stammering, but to dissolve the associated fears and to
transform people into articulate, and effective communicators. Through numerous real world interactions and experiential learnings, people on the course shatter the old negative self-image of being fearful, shameful, and hopeless, and replace it with an image that is courageous, inspiring, empowering, leader-like.
There is a constant focus on “pushing comfort zones” and “overkilling fears to the boring stage.”

“BY THE TIME I WAS TWENTY-TWO, I WAS A MASTER ‘COVERT STAMMERER,’ RELATIVELY GOOD WITH AVOIDANCE AND SUBSTITUTION. I
FAKED MY WAY AROUND AS A FLUENT SPEAKER IN MANY SITUATIONS.
STILL, THERE WERE SITUATIONS THAT I JUST COULDN’T WIN IN...”

KAUSHIK VALLURI
Like Tennis, to be good at the sport of speaking, I needed to rigorously practice the techniques learnt on the
court er, course, to defeat my stammer. By endlessly pushing my comfort zones since my first course in DC, and
persevering no matter what, to defeat my stammer and get better at the art of speaking, I saw a remarkable
transformation in both my career and personal life.
A few months ago, I had the exciting opportunity of speaking in front of over 300 people during a sales conference – a situation that I would have never imagined possible just a few years ago.
After overkilling feared words and sounds to the boring stage for a number of years, and more importantly having fun with it while doing so, I am a point in my life where I truly enjoy opening up conversations with strangers
without holding back. I talk about my stammer openly. I am excited to have the ability to say what I want and
how I want, without fear, and without word or sound substitution. This is something that once seemed a fantasy,
an impossible dream. Now, I live this dream every day.
					*****
Growing up with a stammer, I had experienced a lot of fear, embarrassment, self-hate, humiliation, frustration,
self-doubt and shame. I had promised myself then, that if I ever found a way to get back control of my speech, I
would take that back to India so that no other person with a stammer would have to feel what I had felt.
This promise took fruition in May of 2014 when I launched the inaugural McGuire Programme in India.
On Day 1, nine new students showed up, exhibiting a good dose of apprehension and fear, not knowing what
to expect. This was a group of courageous young men from all over India that took a leap of faith when they
registered for the course in the remote hope of gaining fluency.
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“A FEW MONTHS AGO, I HAD THE EXCITING OPPORTUNITY OF
SPEAKING IN FRONT OF OVER 300 PEOPLE DURING A SALES CONFERENCE – A SITUATION THAT I WOULD HAVE NEVER IMAGINED
POSSIBLE JUST A FEW YEARS AGO.”

WHEN THE STAMMER HEALS
Some of them were covert (can hide their stammer) and some overt (can’t hide their stammer) but fundamentally,
each of them had an underlying issue with the way they spoke, that deeply interfered with their personal and professional lives. Many of them had gone through one or more traditional speech therapy courses in the past.
The first day offered them an opportunity to openly show their stammer in this non-threatening environment. The
next two days were packed with them learning about various tools and “weapons” to tackle their good old stammer.
The final day was a momentous one, where the new students had to engage in numerous real world interactions
that left them feeling transformed and alive.
It was evident during the farewell speeches that these 3 ½ days had certainly helped get their “speaking mojo”
back and stammering was the last thing on their tongues and minds!
By the time the last student ended his speech, I was in tears. It was the most satisfying feeling I had ever had. For
these young men, the deep wounds were just starting to heal. Every single one of them was rejuvenated and came
out of the experience with a new zeal and completely ready to take life on by its horns! Now, one of them wants
to be a singer, another a politician, another a doctor, another a businessman, yet another a CEO. These were not
professions they believed they could attain before.
I have the highest aspirations for all of them. And that is where I find my greatest joy – in empowering people
and helping them heal from their struggles with speech. In inspiring them to find hope and encouraging them to
reshape their mindset from ‘Play not to lose’ to ‘Play to win’!
****Read more about the McGuire program at www.mcguireprogramme.com and follow the McGuire India program
at www.facebook.com/McGuireIndiaProgramme

“BY THE TIME THE LAST STUDENT ENDED HIS SPEECH, I WAS IN
TEARS. IT WAS THE MOST SATISFYING FEELING I HAD EVER HAD...
THAT IS WHERE I FIND MY GREATEST JOY – IN EMPOWERING PEOPLE
AND HELPING THEM HEAL FROM THEIR STRUGGLES WITH SPEECH.”

“I VIVIDLY RECALL FEELING HORRIFIED BY HOW CHILLED HE LOOKED,
AND THE FACT THAT HE HAD NO JACKET TO SHIELD HIM FROM THE
COLD BROKE MY HEART. THAT WAS THE MOMENT WHERE I GAINED
CLARITY ABOUT MY PURPOSE IN LIFE.”

HEALING MYSELF BY SERVING THE HOMELESS
CORINNE HINDES
Corinne is a quirky, courageous 15-year-old with a heart for helping the less fortunate. She
attends high school in Northern California, is a passionate jazz musician, and plans to study
jazz music at Berklee College of Music in Boston. She is the co-founder of Warm Winters, a
national teen movement that collects thousands of warm jackets, gloves and hats from the
unclaimed lost and found at ski resorts, and distributes them to the homeless.
More: www.warm-winters.org
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HEALING MYSELF BY SERVING THE HOMELESS
I remember clearly the day when I first noticed a homeless man, dressed in a T-shirt and jeans on a terribly cold
day during the winter months on the streets near my house. I was eleven years old.
I vividly recall feeling horrified by how chilled he looked, and the fact that he had no jacket to shield him from the
cold broke my heart. That was the moment where I gained clarity about my purpose in life. I knew that I had to
help that man and others like him in any way that I could, and I had to figure out a way to help make their situation better.
A few days later, my best friend Katrine and I, both avid ski racers, were at the Lost and Found at my ski resort to
look for a hat I had misplaced. I was amazed when I saw the huge pile of warm coats, hats and gloves that no
one had claimed. I asked the ski resort if we could take the unclaimed warm clothing to donate to the homeless
in our community, and that was how Warm Winters was born. Katrine and I run Warm Winters together, and since
its beginning in 2011, we have donated over 5,000 items of warm clothing to over 2,500 homeless people.
Let me step back a bit to examine what serving others does for me. I was bullied by my peers from a young age,
and it continued through my middle school years. To this day, I struggle with clinical depression and anxiety, and I
am working hard to get healthy. In the midst of the worst of the bullying days, I decided that if I could help people
who were in a worse place than I was, and put a smile on their faces, then somehow I could get through my day
with a smile as well.
My personal struggles, although difficult, have also had a positive impact on me by inspiring me to help the less
fortunate. I have found that helping others to be happy has helped me find my own happiness! Working hard
at Warm Winters, figuring out ways to expand to help a growing number of homeless folks across the country,
leaves me feeling lighter and happier. Recruiting, training and working with teen leaders (WarmWinTeens) from
across the country helps me realize that there are a lot of really great teens out there.

“IN THE MIDST OF THE WORST OF THE BULLYING DAYS, I DECIDED
THAT IF I COULD HELP PEOPLE WHO WERE IN A WORSE PLACE THAN
I WAS, AND PUT A SMILE ON THEIR FACES, THEN SOMEHOW I COULD
GET THROUGH MY DAY WITH A SMILE AS WELL”

CORINNE HINDES
It would have been really easy for me to stay bitter and hurt about my peers who bullied me. Instead, I’ve made it
a mission to find the great teens out there, and work with them to make the world a better place.
I believe that there are an infinite number of paths in life, and if one path should take a wrong turn, we can
always find a crossroad that puts us back where we want to go. It’s easy to get lost in life, or to forget where we
are going and what we want, but I have found that it is equally as simple to get back on the right track.
I realize that I am young, but if I could give any advice to others who aspire to lead a life of purpose, and who
want to heal others while healing themselves, it would be this: Don’t EVER give up. Nothing is out of reach, and
no dream is unrealistic or unimportant. You can accomplish anything if you put in the effort and keep yourself
motivated, and it is never too late or too soon (you can never be too young or too old) to conquer your obstacles
and get to where you want to be. If something seems too hard or seems impossible to accomplish, GO FOR IT!
Tackle any obstacles that come across your path, because I can promise you that you will be able to overcome
them, no matter how big or small they may be.
What are the plans for Warm Winters? We are currently expanding the work of Warm Winters across the country.
Our five-year goal is to be in 10 states, work with 50-60 ski resorts, have 75-125 teen leaders, and help 50,000
homeless people. Knowing that for every homeless person I help, I will feel better and more complete as a person, inspires me. My favorite saying is “Never give up, and always work harder than anyone expects you to. Fight
On”. This quote was given to me by a dear friend and mentor of mine, Ellen Wleklinski, and it motivates me every
day to keep reaching for my dreams.
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“NOTHING IS OUT OF REACH, AND NO DREAM IS UNREALISTIC OR
UNIMPORTANT...AND IT IS NEVER TOO LATE OR TOO SOON (YOU CAN
NEVER BE TOO YOUNG OR TOO OLD) TO CONQUER YOUR OBSTACLES
AND GET TO WHERE YOU WANT TO BE.”

SHAKTIKALAYA

RASHMI THIRTHA JYOTI

Rashmi was born in mystical India and reborn in the healing womb of Seattle. She is a light-worker, bringing in love and light through her paintings and energy work. Life changing incidents of
trauma, abandonment and illness from a very young age made shapes and colors an expression
of her inner world. Deeper on the path of spiritual enquiry she was guided into energy healing,
painting and writing to heal the years of trauma and illness within her. Shaktikalaya (the Abode of
Shakti) is a sacred space within and without to create and share these healing creative energetic
signatures in the form of paintings, writings and workshops. More: http://www.shaktikalaya.com

RASHMI THIRTHA JYOTI
Shakti
Acrylic on Canvas - 36” x 36”
She who is the aliveness in the stillness
She who is the lovingness in the lover
She who is the seer in the seen
She who is the creator in the creation
She who is the known and the unknown
She who is the myth and the mystery
She who is the manifest and the unmanifest
She who is the One and the None.

My paintings depict myriad forms of the Universal Healing Energy present in the creative womb of Shakti
(the Divine Feminine). These creations are Energetic Signatures of the deep mystical realms of the Universal
Consciousness. This Consciousness is a Union of the dynamic creative energy of Shakti (Divine Feminine) and
the grounding stillness of Shiva (Divine Masculine). The paintings are a visual mystical evocation of this Divine
Union ever present within the inner realms of our consciousness as the Universal Creative Healing Energy.
An intuitive sacred meditative process births these creations. The images, colors and messages that emerge
create a visual story that is a deeply empowering piece of Sacred Healing Art. This Sacred Healing Art awakens and heals people and spaces by creating Energetic Pathways of Visual Imprint within and without.
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SHAKTIKALAYA

Aditi
Acrylic on Canvas - 30” x 40”

Lalita Tripura Sundari
Acrylic on Canvas - 24” x 48”

I am the healer and the healed
I am the seer and the seen
I am the lover and the loved
I am the creator and the creation

I walk in the space beyond the space
I talk in the silence beyond the silence
I live in the void beyond the void
I breathe in the breath beyond the breath

I am the love
I am the message
I am the healing
I am the presence…

The creation is of me
The dissolution is of me
Where do you wander o dear one!
You are but a spark of me
The nobody in the everybody
And the everybody in the nobody.

I am the One in the None
I am the None in the One.

“I FIND THAT CREATIVITY IN HEALING COMES FROM BEING COMPLETELY PRESENT WITH A PATIENT. IT IS LISTENING NOT ONLY TO
WHAT IS SAID BUT ALSO TO WHAT IS NOT SAID... THE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT BROUGHT THEM TO THIS POINT IN THEIR HEALTH...
ARE UNIQUE TO THEM AS A PERSON. THEIR ROAD TO HEALING IS
JUST AS UNIQUE.”

DISCOVERING THE NATURE OF HEALING
DR. CYNTHIA SENTER

Cynthia is a Naturopathic Physician practicing at Positive Touch Medicine in Seattle, Washington. She graduated from Bastyr University in 1998. She utilizes Ayurvedic medicine, Craniosacral therapy, and Bowenwork therapies in her practice, among other treatments. Dr. Senter
lives in Shoreline, WA with her husband, two teenagers, a dog and cat. In her free time she
loves to hike, camp, read and spend time with family and friends.
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DISCOVERING THE NATURE OF HEALING
Playing outside is a natural phenomenon for all children. At least it was in the 1970s when I was growing up.
Being outside, in nature, was just a part of life.
I grew up loving camping, hiking, swimming, building secret forts in the woods, climbing trees, collecting plants
and bugs. Nursing an injured mouse or bird back to health drew me further into the woods. I realized early on
that nature can be a healing place. A place to breathe deeply, an environment that accepts your tears, an energy
that renews and revives you, a home that holds you in an embrace that grounds your frenetic energy.
It was from these roots that grew my desire to ease suffering. If nature could ease my suffering, maybe I could
pass on a little of that to my fellow humans. But not nature alone. My mother’s love, compassion and understanding always played an equally important role. Love. Nature. These qualities will help others. What else?
I was fascinated with biology and health, too. The human body has always amazed me. Two years in the Peace
Corps teaching biology and chemistry confirmed my desire to serve people, and to educate. I could see that
through education, people were able to make permanent changes to better their lives. It increased their choices.
Even in putting all this together, I never thought I’d be a doctor. My high school/college job working in a hospital
admitting patients,left me seriously underwhelmed by conventional medicine. I would talk to patients going in
and out of the emergency room, often unsatisfied with the treatment, compounded with running into a lot of ego
from some of the doctors. I didn’t feel a lot of healing going on. I noticed more patient satisfaction from physical
therapy, respiratory therapy and from pastoral services. Therapies that included a dialogue and cooperation. The
patient’s willingness to act being integral to the healing.
An incidental lecture in one of my college classes launched me in the direction of Naturopathy. An incredibly
interesting woman, a naturopathic doctor and acupuncturist, talked to us about healing. She shared a paradigm

“SHE SHARED A PARADIGM OF HEALTH THAT RESONATED DEEPLY
WITHIN ME: HEAL THE WHOLE PERSON, LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND,
TOUCH YOUR PATIENT, UTILIZE THE LEAST FORCE…FOOD, LIFESTYLE
AND HERBS TO RECOVER HEALTH... THIS SOUNDED LIKE NATURE!”

DR. CYNTHIA SENTER
of health that resonated deeply within me: Heal the whole person, listen and understand, touch your patient,
utilize the least force…food, lifestyle and herbs to recover health. These ideas sparked my interest like no other
profession I’d considered before. This sounded like nature!
Years later, I found myself graduated from Bastyr University and licensed by the state of Washington to practice
Naturopathic Medicine. “Green” algorithms ran through my head as I began to see patients: hypothyroidism,
cough, fatigue, PMS, high blood pressure, back pain…..use Echinacea, evening primrose oil, magnesium and
ginger tea. Like a lot of new graduates, I felt overwhelmed not practicing as effectively or creatively as I had
planned.
A month later, I began learning Craniosacral Therapy. This is a kind of physical medicine where the physician’s
hands listen to the patient’s body in subtle ways, focusing on the deep pulse created by the fluid in the brain
and spinal cord. It is very intuitive.
Physical medicine offers a beautiful blend of the creative and the scientific aspects of healing. The skin is the
human body’s largest organ, containing millions of receptors that send messages through nerve fibers to the
brain. A simple touch has been shown to reduce a person’s heart rate, lower blood pressure, and reduce stress
levels. Placing your hands on a person shows you care, and desire to connect with them. It demonstrates that
you are willing to take the time to meet them where they are energetically, to remove barriers and restore balance.
Shortly after delving into Craniosacral Therapy, I also started classes in Ayurvedic Medicine. In Ayurveda, we
examine patients by paying attention to their entire constitution mentally, emotionally and physically – there is
no one diet or lifestyle that fits everyone. Prevention is key using unique food habits and daily routines to keep
healthy.
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“CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY...IS A KIND OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE
WHERE THE PHYSICIAN’S HANDS LISTEN TO THE PATIENT’S BODY
IN SUBTLE WAYS, FOCUSING ON THE DEEP PULSE CREATED BY THE
FLUID IN THE BRAIN AND SPINAL CORD. IT IS VERY INTUITIVE.”

DISCOVERING THE NATURE OF HEALING
Another kind of physical medicine I incorporate in my practice is called Bowenwork. This therapy involves gentle
movements over soft tissue structures. The impulses created from each move send a neurologic signal to the
brain, stimulating the body to reset, recharge and heal itself.
An important element in this treatment is the prescribed wait periods between a set of moves. The several minutes of waiting brings about a calming relaxation response. During this time, the nervous system has a chance to
process the sensory information and make adjustments. Sometimes patients feel a vibration, others may notice
warmth permeate the area, a subtle shift, or a transient discomfort as the body integrates the input and makes
corrections in order to heal. The wait periods are crucial. Over the next few days, this integration and processing
continues.
These therapies in particular gave me the freedom to be intuitive and creative while still being discerning and
safe, a strong principle instilled at Bastyr University. I was now finally looking at patients holistically.
I find that creativity in healing comes from being completely present with a patient. It is listening not only to what
is said but also to what is not said, what is congruent and what the patient is telling you they need. Healing is
truly an art.
I can have four patients come in with the same chief complaint and there will likely be four different treatment
plans. Creativity is actually required for medicine. How else can you meet a patient where they are? Each
patient comes with a unique set of circumstances: religiously, culturally, physically and more. The circumstances
that brought them to this point in their health, spanning years in some cases, are unique to them as a person.
Their road to healing is just as unique. I enjoy the creativity of building a treatment plan with a patient.

“THESE THERAPIES IN PARTICULAR GAVE ME THE FREEDOM TO BE
INTUITIVE AND CREATIVE WHILE STILL BEING DISCERNING AND SAFE,
A STRONG PRINCIPLE INSTILLED AT BASTYR UNIVERSITY. I WAS
NOW FINALLY LOOKING AT PATIENTS HOLISTICALLY.”

DR. CYNTHIA SENTER
Creative treatment plans are not conventional. They may include instructions to go hiking every week and report
back with photos. They may include affirmations. They may involve doing something creative – make this tea
by collecting and preparing these plants.
Creativity comes too, in accepting that sometimes the only healing I can offer is planting the seeds of ideas for
change, to grow at a later time. I have had patients return to the practice years later saying, now I am ready to
take on the responsibility of naturopathic healing.
I have come to accept that the doctor-patient relationship in itself is healing and creative. I used to sometimes
get confused as to why a patient kept returning when clearly they were not getting physically better and had
been referred to other practitioners. Now, I know that the role of a healer is not only creative but can energetically hold a healing space for them, regardless of the physical outcome.
Mine is a family practice. Relationships are important, trust is essential. I continue to take classes and learn
as much as I can, bringing new ideas to implement into the practice. Some of the most profound lessons have
been when I myself receive injuries, illnesses and treatment. I learn about the pain a patient is going through
which gives me more empathy. I learn about living with limitations. I sometimes create new treatments. From
being in a health-compromising situation, I can now honestly ask patients – What works for you? What have
you tried? A patient will happily share their positive healing, knowing that I am going to pass that information on
to the next patient who needs it.
Bringing my own health status to a level with greater reserves lets me share my own experiences with patients.
I recently saw an energy healer, because I felt “out-of-sorts.” She helped me identify and release old patterns
of thinking that were disrupting my energy flow. As a result, I have more energy and awareness with patients.
Couple that with a long hike in the forest and I am ready for the challenges and variety that greet me every day
in naturopathic medicine.
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“CREATIVITY COMES TOO, IN ACCEPTING THAT SOMETIMES THE
ONLY HEALING I CAN OFFER IS PLANTING THE SEEDS OF IDEAS FOR
CHANGE, TO GROW AT A LATER TIME.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

DR. SARAH OSMAN

Sarah founded the Secunderabad Women’s Clinic and Infertility Centre, a Super Specialty Fertility
Hospital in the city of Secunderabad, India. Started as a small clinic catering to women, SWCIC
soon flourished into a leading IVF centre that has helped couples to conceive over 500 babies
in the short span of 5 years. Sarah now serves as the Infertility Specialist and Gynecologist at
SWCIC. She holds a MBBS degree from Hyderabad, India and DFFP and DRCOG degrees from
London, UK and currently lives in Hyderabad with her husband and two kids.

“IN INDIA...I FOUND THAT WITH MOST COUPLES, NOT CONCEIVING
IS NOT A CHOICE. IT ALSO HAS A STIGMA/TABOO ATTACHED TO IT.
REALIZING THAT I COULD SERVE THESE COUPLES WITH THE PERSONALIZED TREATMENT AND COMPREHENSIVE CARE... WITH HAVING BABIES WAS VERY SATISFYING.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
Shirin – Sarah, thanks so much for talking with Courageous Creativity! You mentioned earlier that you found
your profession first, and then your passion. Can you tell us more about that?
Sarah – After graduation, I became a doctor but didn’t quite zero in on the right sub-specialty. I worked in
Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Radiology, all of which I found interesting. Finally, when I was in England I worked
in Infertility. Seeing the faces of people light up when I told them the good news that they were pregnant was a
treat.
After I left England after having worked there for nine years, I pursued my interest in India. Here, I found that with
most couples, not conceiving is not a choice. It also has a stigma/taboo attached to it. Realizing that I could serve
these couples with the personalized treatment and comprehensive care that they deserve and that I could help a
lot of them with having babies was very satisfying. Before I knew it, I had found my calling.
Shirin – I really enjoyed the parallel you drew between yourself and the role of actor Hrithik Roshan, in the Bollywood movie Lakshya. Please share with our readers.
Sarah – Similar to Hrithik Roshan’s role in the movie, as a school girl, I didn’t really have any goals or objectives.
Nothing really interested or motivated me. I was pampered by my parents, grandparents and my nanny did all my
work including lugging schoolbags and lunches.
My teacher called my parents once and complained that there was something wrong with me as I always stared
out of the window and always left my bag and lunch at school if the nanny didn’t come and get them. I used to
stare out the window waiting for my father to rescue me from school! When I was in tenth grade, my mum told
me how she had wanted to be a doctor. Something about that clicked inside me and I thought to myself, that
sounds nice.
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“SIMILAR TO HRITHIK ROSHAN’S ROLE IN THE MOVIE, AS A SCHOOL
GIRL, I DIDN’T REALLY HAVE ANY GOALS OR OBJECTIVES... SOMEONE ASKS HRITHIK WHAT HE WANTS TO DO IN LIFE AND WHEN HE
SAYS HE DOESN’T KNOW, THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE HE GETS IS
THAT WHATEVER HE DOES, HE SHOULD DO WELL.”

DR. SARAH OSMAN
I remember a scene in the movie where someone asks Hrithik what he wants to do in life and when he says he
doesn’t know, the one piece of advice he gets is that whatever he does, he should do well. I decided to take a shot at
being a doctor, and have been working hard at it since then. I found my goal and ambition and there was no looking
back.
Shirin – What was your first experience with treating infertility like?
Sarah – My aunt sent her maid to me for treatment. She had not had kids after trying for seven years. After working with me, she conceived in a month. That got me started on the right note and I decided I wanted my specialty to
be Infertility. When I first told people that, not much attention was given. Like my dad said, “In India, everyone has
kids.” In a short span of five years, the fertility clinic that I started has flourished into a leading IVF centre with vast
experience in assisted conception. We have one of the highest success rates in the city and have helped couples to
conceive over 500 babies!
Shirin – You told me how your clinic started in the upper floor of your in-laws’ house and how far it has come since
then. Can you describe that journey a bit?
Sarah – In Sept 2008 I arrived in India, and started my clinic on the ground floor of my in-laws house. It had two
consultation rooms – a small emergency room, and a waiting area, along with one receptionist and one maid.
Slowly, we acquired machines and started a lab for blood tests. A couple years later, we started a small Operating
theatre on the first floor.
2013 was the year of change and we finally started a big modern Infertility centre with fifty beds, three operating
rooms, 3d/4d scanners, and anesthetic workstations. We hired over fifty staff and have a footfall of fifty patients in
the OP department.

“MY AUNT HAD REFERRED HER MAID TO ME, SOMEONE WHO HAD NOT
HAD KIDS AFTER TRYING FOR SEVEN YEARS. AFTER WORKING WITH ME,
SHE CONCEIVED IN A MONTH. THAT GOT ME STARTED ON THE RIGHT NOTE
AND I DECIDED I WANTED MY SPECIALTY TO BE INFERTILITY.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH...
Our little clinic is now a ‘one-stop’ hospital where consultation, investigation and treatment are taken care of, at
our 10,000 sq ft facility.
Watching the center grow from a small clinic catering only to women into one of the leading Infertility centers in
the city of Hyderabad and being a part of every single step along the way has been amazing and very gratifying.
Shirin – One of the things I loved learning about your center is that you take your patients from infertility all the
way to delivery. You also talked about having packages where patients can stay in-house and be taken care of,
and how you are trying to make these facilities affordable. Please share.
Sarah – Our vision at SWCIC is to enhance the quality of healthcare for the people of Hyderabad, Secunderabad,
surrounding districts as well as non-local patients by establishing a premium healthcare facility that houses
excellence in all major medical specialties, especially infertility, women´s and child care.
The centre is led by an expert team whose focus is on ensuring patient’s safety, satisfaction, ethical medical
management and continuous medical education. We are committed to the highest standards of medical and patient care with focus on service excellence. Thus, we strive to offer our patients the comprehensive gynecological
care that they need.
Our name and reputation are built on a foundation of trust and our target is to deliver accessible, high–quality
and affordable healthcare to our patients. By placing great emphasis on pre-treatment workup, and by offering
several flexible payment options, we have paid a lot of attention to patient affordability. In fact, the popularity we
have gained has been mainly by word of mouth owing to the personal counseling/ affordable prices and excellent
results that we offer.
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“IN SEPT 2008 I ARRIVED IN INDIA, AND STARTED MY CLINIC ON
THE GROUND FLOOR OF MY IN-LAWS HOUSE. IT HAD TWO CONSULTATION ROOMS – A SMALL EMERGENCY ROOM, AND A WAITING
AREA, ALONG WITH ONE RECEPTIONIST AND ONE MAID.”

DR. SARAH OSMAN
Shirin – What is it about this healing journey that keeps you energized and going?
Sarah – Treating Patients with Infertility is very satisfying, especially when they get pregnant. When they don’t,
counseling them about acceptance so that they don’t go into depression is also a challenge. These couples have
waited for ages to get pregnant, something which comes naturally to most of us.
I was happily settled in the UK when my father underwent a bypass surgery in 2007 in India. When I visited him, he
just said one thing: “come back.” I had never thought of coming back to India but then started planning my move.
My husband and I quit our well-paying jobs, sold our house and moved back. Once we moved, I focused only on one
thing – my work. In addition to my husband and kids, I now also had the rest of my family around and together, they
are my biggest support.
Now with finding my passion, founding and working at one of the city’s leading IVF centres, it feels like it was all part
of a plan. I worked and still work ten to twelve hours a day and know that patient satisfaction is all that matters.

“WATCHING THE CENTER GROW FROM A SMALL CLINIC CATERING ONLY
TO WOMEN INTO ONE OF THE LEADING INFERTILITY CENTERS IN THE CITY
OF HYDERABAD AND BEING A PART OF EVERY SINGLE STEP ALONG THE
WAY HAS BEEN AMAZING AND VERY GRATIFYING.”

PHOTOGRAPHY

MELISSA BROOKMIRE
Melissa was born and raised in Rochester, New York, and currently lives in the greater Seattle area with her husband, and her dog Molly. She is strictly an outdoor photographer, and
loves exploring, observing, and capturing images with her camera, then sharing them with
others. Melissa hopes that her photos will inspire others to get outside and learn to appreciate our beautiful planet, and take better care of it, while also improving their own personal
lives by bonding with Mother Nature. Follow Melissa’s work at:
https://www.facebook.com/MelissaBrookmirePhotography
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